Front cover: Charley Chase with Tiny Sandford (and duck) in 'MOVIE NIGHT' (1929)

INTRODUCTION
Welcome, at last, to the third edition of 'MOVIE NIGHT'. Apologies for the delay in sending this
issue; I've managed to endure the loss of a computer and my backup memory stick since last
issue, so many of these articles have been forcibly redrafted several times! On the plus side,
hopefully that will mean I've made fewer typos and improved the articles as they have been
rewritten.
This issue there's the continuation of Lupino Lane's story, some information on some of Charley
Chase's obscure classics, plus guest articles from David Wyatt and a host of other goodies, stills
and trivia. As always, please do get in touch at matthewross22@googlemail.com if you have any
ideas or comments or would like to contribute an article of any size.

THE MOVIE NIGHT BLOG
I've taken the step of creating a blog to accompany the magazine. I thought it would be nice to
have a place to post links to Youtube videos of the films written about in each edition, wherever
possible. I'll also try and post some bits of stills, info and events that turn up that don't fit in
anywhere else.
There's not much up there at the moment, but I'll be adding some Lupino Lane and Pierre Étaix
clips to accompany this issue soon. Bookmark movienightmagazine.blogspot.co.uk and keep
checking back to see what's been added!

A FILM APPEAL - CAN YOU HELP?
James Layton, an archivist friend working at George Eastman House, is looking for original prints
of these Mack Sennett 2 reel comedies, made all or partly in Technicolor. 16mm or 35mm prints
are required, preferably in colour but even black & white and incomplete are of interest. Some of
the titles complete with the colour sequences were in the Kodak library years ago, so film
collectors may own 16mm prints for instance. The Academy is being asked if they will lead the
restoration project, and Lobster Films may eventually release a DVD/ Bluray of the restorations.
Sounds good!
I've offered to help locate prints so please contact: David Wyatt 44 208 420 7364;
dwyatt@tiscali.co.uk or via this magazine with any information.
THE GIRL FROM EVERYWHERE (1927)
THE CAMPUS CARMEN (1928)
THE CAMPUS VAMP (1928)
THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE (1928)
LOVE AT FIRST FLIGHT (1928)
RUN, GIRL, RUN (1928)
SWIM PRINCESS (1928)
MATCHMAKING MAMMA (1929)

LAUREL & HARDY'S SECOND
“BATTLE OF THE CENTURY”
Another intriguing mystery from the back issues of ‘THE FILM DAILY’ is this tidbit from
January 1928..
“The Masquers Club are making things hum in Hollywood. The boys are still talking about the
“intimate revel” given at the clubhouse. Richard Carle, Herbert Rawlinson, Walter Weems and
Charles Althoff were among the entertainers. “The second battle of the Century” was staged
by Charley Chase, Hank Mann, Jim Finlayson, Stan Laurel, Babe Hardy and Jimmy Sullivan.”
Well, this all sounds very intriguing. For starters – Wow, what a cast! What would you give to
be a fly on the wall and see Stan and Babe, Charley Chase AND Fin on the same stage?! It’s a
shame that this clipping is only a snippet with no photographs, which doesn’t really enlighten
us as to how exactly the original Battle of The Century was being revisited. Did they re-stage
the whole two-reeler as a stage sketch? Was it just a boxing sketch more in line with the first
reel of the film? Or was it an entirely new concoction? Given that the original ‘BATTLE OF THE
CENTURY’ film was named in reference to the much hyped prize fight between Jack Dempsey
and Tunney, billed with the same title, it’s almost certain that the sketch mentioned in this
clipping had some boxing theme. Brian Anthony and Andy Edmonds’ Charley Chase biography,
‘SMILE WHEN THE RAINDROPS FALL’ mentions a Masquers boxing sketch from around this
time, written by Chase and featuring Stan and Babe. Anthony and Edmonds don’t make any
mention of Hank Mann, Fin or Jim Sullivan however. Fin and Hank Mann are familiar names of
course, but Jim Sullivan? No, I hadn’t heard of him either, but a bit of Googling reveals him to
have been a prizefighter of the early to mid-20s. Most likely he played a straight foil role as
himself to the clowning of the other comedians.
I’d guess that at least some pies must have been thrown during the proceedings, especially
given that Hank Mann was on hand. Any time there was a retro pie-throwing/Keystone Kops
moment in films and tv of the future, Hank would be on hand. It’s interesting that his
reputation as a pie-throwing slapstick veteran was developing this early on.
I wonder if any photographs survive, somewhere, from the event? In 1931 the Masquers Club
started making their own series of short comedies, which kept the same sort of freewheeling,
anything-goes star-packed fun as the club’s Intimate Revels. It’s a shame they didn’t start a
few years earlier; we might have had a filmed record of “The Second Battle of the Century!”
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Speaking of 'THE BATTLE OF THE CENTURY',
there's been a lot of speculation on the internet
recently about some potentially new footage turning
up. Sadly, it turned out not to be the case, so the
film's final gag (right) is still missing..

BARBARA KENT REMEMBERED
The list of silent film survivors grows smaller again. There was no
room in the last issue to mention the passing of Barbara Kent, best
remembered as Harold Lloyd's leading lady in his first two sound
features, 'WELCOME DANGER' and 'FEET FIRST'. Miss Kent,
latterly Mrs Monroe, passed away in October at the grand old age of
104.
Aside from work with Lloyd, she appeared in 'FLESH AND THE
DEVIL (1926) and with Roach gagman-turned-leading man Glenn
Tryon in 'LONESOME' (1928)
Most notably for comedy buffs amongst her other work is the Hal
Roach dramatic feature 'NO MAN'S LAW' (1927). The villain in this
film was none other than Babe Hardy, and the most famous scene
from the film is one in which he leers at Barbara while she swims
naked in a pool (actually, she's wearing a cunningly disguised fleshcolour bathing suit, but still, racy stuff for 1927!)
Barbara married talent agent Harry Edington in 1932, and took a
year's hiatus from films. However, after this she struggled to reestablish herself and made her last film, 'UNDER AGE' in 1941.
She remarried in the 1950s and retreated from public life. Despite her
long life, she steadfastly refused interviews about her career. A
shame, as she worked with some of the greats and doubtless had
some stories to tell.
R.I.P, Barbara.
The stills on the right show Barbara with Harold Lloyd in 'FEET
FIRST' (1930).

NEW LAUREL & HARDY DOCUMENTARY
The recent German documentary 'LAUREL & HARDY: THEIR LIVES AND MAGIC' has now been given an extended
length DVD release, including an English version. The documentary seems to be a labour of love and has been
acclaimed by all who have seen it. The disc also has an enticing list of extra features. here are some of the highlights:
Home movie footage of Stan from the 1960s, including some recently discovered "last footage".
- the complete color footage of Stan's funeral at the Forrest Lawn Memorial in LA 1965 (4:3 original framing,
unpublished)
- a 5 minutes-special about Stan's yacht, the "Ida May", color and music (16:9, music, unpublished)
- the complete MGM-Promo-Reel from 1936 with Laurel & Hardy and James Finlayson, sound, black & white
- a short special about Laurel & Hardy in Italy before the beginning of the shooting for "Atoll K" (music, 16:9, with
unpublished photographs)
Lots to enjoy there! Orders are now being taken at www.laurelandhardyshop.com This is one I won't be missing!

Note: Films existing complete are shown in black, partially existing films in orange and missing films in red.

THE INSPECTOR WYATT MYSTERIES
David Wyatt presents some more mystery films..
can anyone help?
Last issue, you may remember, I was relying on you to
identify an extract from an American silent comedy seen in
a French 1960’s film catalogue. One more chance (before
I write you off as completely useless!) - the original Film
Office catalogue page has a still from the film (printed on
the right) which may help.
To recap, LE TUEUR REND LE FRIC (THE KILLER GETS
A REFUND) is about a bridegroom who hires a hit man to
murder his bride. The plan misfires, the couple marry after
a wild chase - and the killer gets a refund. The still (shown
on the right) presumably shows the top -hatted bridegroom
(I don’t recognize the actor) and the chap in the
background looks like Hank Mann or Bill Hauber, or may
be neither.
Two other films on the same page which I can‘t identify, again 3-4 minute extracts. - TANGO DINGO
(TANGO IN THE AIR) “A chase to the rhythm of the tango; on rooftops; on the edges of gutters; the
sensation of open spaces, vertigo … “ The still looks like a Vitagraph Jimmy Aubrey from when his blue
eyes registered white on early orthographic film. Any Jimmy Aubrey buffs out there?
DISCRETION ET FILATURE (DISCRETION AND LIES) I can’t
recognise the chap with the moustache and flying helmet (so is that
a plane in the background?), nor the girl in this still. According to the
synopsis “Dolly learns of many suspicious things about her husband
and hires a private detective to spy on him and his mistresses.”
Greek collector Panayotis Caryannis suggests this could be from the
one reel Hal Roach CHASING THE CHASER (1926) with James
Finlayson, but the still unfortunately doesn’t look like this, or him.
As before if anyone has copies of these films they’d like to sell for a
modest fee, loan or could put onto DVD for identification purposes,
I’d be grateful.
Lastly Panayotis has a query of his own. He has a 2 reel comedy
from the LET GEORGE DO IT series starring Syd Saylor with a
Dutch title that translates as “Finding Nelly” or “Looking for Nelly.
George comes to the big city with only a photo of Nelly trying to find
her. As all GEORGE titles are similar, he asks which one could this
be. GEORGE IS IN LOVE perhaps?

As before, over to you!
- David Wyatt

PIERRE ÉTAIX
the forgotten frenchman
There are many unfairly forgotten comedians. Most often, the
reason for this is that they are long dead, and many of their films
do not exist anymore. But in the case of French clown Pierre Étaix,
neither of these statements are true. He is still alive at 83, and his
films, although admittedly few in number, all still exist. And yet, if
he has been written about at all, it has been as a footnote to the
career of Jacques Tati.
Originally pursuing the ambition to be a circus clown, Étaix was instead drawn into illustration and cabaret
work. He met Jacques Tati, and was hired to work on designing and co-directing his 1958 film 'MON
ONCLE'. In 1961, he set out to work on his own in a series of shorts and features. Although his style
contained elements of Tati, the most frequent stylistic comparison is to Buster Keaton, with whom Pierre
shared a stoic demeanour as the dapper little man who fate confounds at every turn. However, he absorbed
not just Keaton but all the great clowns, adding a leisurely Gallic twist to the comedy to make something
uniquely his own. Étaix' cinematic output was small - just 3 shorts and 5 features in the 1960s - but each
was full of golden moments of witty visual comedy.
In old age, the silent clowns found themselves forgotten as their films disappeared from view due to forces
beyond their control. In a bitterly ironic comparison to the clowns he so admired, the same fate has befallen
Pierre Étaix. It is not nitrate decomposition or changes in taste that are to blame however, but an
unpleasant saga of legal battles and rights issues. For 40 years, the rights to his classics were held by
unsympathetic companies who treated them as assets and nothing more (a situation similar to, but much
more prolonged than, Hallmark's treatment of the Laurel and Hardy films in the USA.). The films
disappeared from cinemas and TV; a fickle public soon forgets when they are not given a reason to
remember, and with Pierre Étaix' films in this legal purgatory, he soon slipped to footnote status in the
pantheon of comic history.
Finally, the murky clouds of litigation are clearing and Étaix is on the comeback trail, restoring his reputation
with DVD releases and screenings at festivals, such as Cannes and the Bristol Slapstick festival.

Pierre's doomed attempt at letter
writing in 'RUPTURE' (1961)

In the flesh, M Étaix is a small, lugubrious looking man with
great watery eyes; the comparisons to Keaton aren't just
stylistic; he share's Keaton's passive stocism and has the
same kind of cheekbones that make the silver light from the
cinema screen fall dramatically on his face as he watches
himself. Watching the opening clip, an excerpt from 'LE
SOUPIRANT' (1963), he seldom smiled whilst the rest of us
rocked with laughter, and I had a twinge of worry that he
would be a saddened and withdrawn man. However, in
conversation there is nothing at all morose about him; in fact,
he's a complete charmer, who frequently breaks into
animated bouts of mime accompanied by an infectious gaptoothed grin. His gift for visual business is undimmed by the
years, and frequently he uses it to get over the language
barrier; asked the reason for his films' disappearance, he

responds with a very funny, but obviously heartfelt mime of lawyers
stuffing money in their pockets. Similarly, while he holds Keaton as "a
demi-God", when asked who his favourite comedian of all is, he responds
with an absolutely pitch-perfect mime of Stan Laurel mannerisms.
Both Laurel and Keaton's slapstick helplessness with props are evident in
'RUPTURE', the first film he made. This short takes a simple premise,
Pierre trying to write a reply to his girlfriend's break-up letter, and extracts
a great deal of comedy business from it as he struggles with broken pens,
stubborn desk drawers and an uneven surface that his writing materials
slide about on. .
Even better is HEUREUX ANNIVERSAIRE, which follows his attempts to
rush home for an anniversary dinner with his wife. He must contend with
rush hour Paris (the traffic is so gridlocked that the drivers read novels,
polish their vehicles and play cards between 2 metre forward
movements). While he struggles with driving home, parking, and picking
up an anniversary present, his wife tires of waiting, drinks all the wine
and ends up comatose by the time he finally arrives home. Happy
anniversary, indeed.

A talented illustrator,
Étaix produced this lovely
piece for the cover of
Richard J Anobile's book
'THE BEST OF BUSTER'

The dapper dignity that he tries to keep up in the face of slapstick
calamity came to hallmark Étaix' work and was, he says, inspired by a
tremendously po-faced opera singer; "Something as trivial as losing a button would be catastrophe to him,
and I find that idea very funny". This character also fitted in. Unlike the bewildering modernity that Jacques
Tati stranded his oddball character M. Hulot in, Pierre Étaix had all the material he needed in the day-to-day
trials of love and life. After making 5 feature films (the last of which, LE GRAND AMOUR features a brilliant
fantasy sequence in which beds replace cars on the roads), Étaix focussed his attentions on TV and setting
up the French National Circus School.
Like almost everyone else, I've never seen most of his work, but I'll definitely be picking up the box set. M.
Étaix absolutely charmed the Bristol crowd, and is on his way to regaining his standing as the third great
clown of French Cinema, alongside Max Linder and Jacques Tati.
It is fitting, given all the comparisons that have been made between Étaix
and Buster Keaton, to finish with a nod to Buster; In Rudi Blesh's book
'Keaton', written during the twilight of its subject's life, he poignantly
describes Keaton's race against time to restore his reputation.
"It is a timely restoration, with the public tired of stand up and one-line
comedy and turning back eagerly to the visual gag and the timeless
silent art of the mime. But it still is late, late evening for the mime himself.
His race with time quickens."

Receiving his award at the
SLAPSTICK festival, January
2011.

Pierre Étaix today faces the same circumstances, and, in his 84th year,
the same race against time. Already, though, the films of this sweet,
humble and quietly brilliant man are beginning to be seen again and earn
the praise and following they should have had for the last 40 years. They
are wonderfully creative visual comedies. Don't miss a chance to see
them; we owe it to him.

A SCREENING

NOTES special feature this issue, on a forgotten Keaton classic….

